
PAUL WURTZEL 

1688 SUNSET PLAZA DR., Los ANGELES, CALIF. 90069 

March 10,1975 
Dear Mr. Weisberg; 

I wrote to you in January concerning a man 
by the name of Hugh McDonald and his alleged 
knowledge of JFK assassination. This is what has happened since your reply to me on Feb.8. 

A Ralph Schoenman who came out here with Dick Gregory and the Zapruder film to show on the Mort Sahl show got in touch with me about McDonald. May Brussell had told him that I had 2nd. hand info. I was able to arrange a meeting between McDonald and Schoenman. I was not present. Ralph told me that he met for an hour and a half with McDonal but 
learned very little; that Mcdonal was a very cold individual and palyed it very close to the vest. Ralph said he would not be surprised if Mc. had not in some way been involved in the job. What he based this on I don't know. 

I spoke to McDonald on the phone and he said that he felt the info. he had must be revealed to the American people and that when it was it would be shocking. He did not want to go thru the Gregory group because he felt they were to the left nor did he want to go with the extreme right. He has it in book form but felt as a book it could be suppressed by adverse or no publicity. He feels it has to 
come out in such a way that it can not be ignored. He felt if it was mada€s a T.V. documenatry it might work. I don't think it would ever be released on T.V. or in a theatre. They are controlled. I work for the leading independent T.V. producer and told hime about the situation. He wanted nothing to do 
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with it. He said it was too hot. He told me he knew MDobald. McDonald told me that he retired from the L.A. Sheriff Dept. in 1967 as Chief of Detectives': 
„p 

He also was supposed to have been in the OSS & CIA.He told me that he has written three books which are to come out in paperback published by Pyramid books. His litry.agent in N.Y. is John Starr. He said they are 70% fact based on hilt  WW II experiences. He also said that Bernard Fenserwald is his attorney. I left open with him a meeting some time in the future. If have anything to ask him please let me know. Of your book I now have: White Wash 11, WW 1V & Photo. WW. Would you please send me you other books to complete the set, including Martin Luther King. I am very interested in your work. If there is anyway I can be of help please let me know. 
Sincerly, 

PS. I don't know the cost, 
but will promptly remitt. 
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Dear Mr. Wurtzel, 

I know all those other than Meonald mentioned in your 3/10 very 
well and for reasons other than his he was better off staying away 
from them. They are playing games for public attention and on the 
new Madison Avenue Left line that any hurt to the government is good. 

Not a simgle one is an authentic expert. Despite my personal liking and 
respect for Cregory he has been worse than irresponsible in this whole 
thing. He has done the equivalent of the Department of Didnformation 
job and that in the most authoritarian possible manner. 

I'm been telling Croden for at least five years that dramatic as the 
film is showing it alone won't accomplish anything. They have shown 
it to the accompeniement of verbal garbage which is worse. Now that 
bolt is shot. 

John Starr was my agent for a short while. se's moved and I don't 
know his eddress. If McD. could supply I'd like to write John again. 
John was very nice personally but I still await 1967 royalty statements 
on a deal I turned over to him. 

Naturally I'm interested in what McD has to say but at thisdistance 
there appears to be nothing I can do. (You should understand that 
while I am by nature naive and overly trusting my eye can be critical 
and my mind skeptical until I see a solid basis.'I have a brkground in 
this none. of the others has, imiteestigative and wartime intelligence.) 

You ask what you can do. I donQt know. I know whet could help and 
might possibly blow the whole JFK case apart. bhould with any attention 
and the current situation means attention. I've completed the most 
definitive work by far.Tt is too large, too documented but completely 
overwhleming. I have whet the Commission didn't,wasn/ t in the 
Archives. i lus an enormous amount of my on work. With documentsand 
naming names (not assassins) it leave nothing of the entire official 
investigation, ileport or FBI and DJ. What couldhelp would be someone 
giving me the money for a 5,000 print of a 640pp book. I dn't assume 
You have this kind of money and I'm not asking you for it. However, 
the rights to a work that can do this should have very greet value not 
just in history. in cosh. 

Peo
ple mistakenly assume, as your producer does, that ell tYis work 

is anti-Establishmentarian. Nothing could be more in the gnuine interest 
of The Establishment than my work. It is even within the frame. I'm now 
in court for the sixth time in these matters. One of my suits was instru-
mental in getting Congress to amend the Freedom of Informetion law and 
to override Ford's veto. It is in the Congressional Record end elsewhere 
in the legislative history. I've refiled that suit and tmorrow have a 
conference with the FBI on it. They'll offer me some of what I seek, 
I'm sure. But why would one suppose that for the first time they invite 
me in, through the new Attorney ''eneral yet? (Comppre with lest chapter 
of Frame-Up and that suit.) The situation has changed much. There are 



now very powerful forces that would welcome cleaning the tole thing up. 'el fact there is reason to believe that a pepartment of Disinforma-tion project of this nature may be afoot. 
The weekend I'm to confer with representatives of a major print media element. If they have the balls maybe something will come of it. 
If not, I'm anxious for help and connections. I think I sit on very many valuable literary properties, nrbt just the Jiff assassination. I've gotten feelers but no offer I can accept for movie rights to what I've done in the King case. And I've come into many properties that are entirely different in the course of this work. 
Executive Action was hokum but it made money end the sky did not fall. There is less danger and potentially much more profit in responsi-ble handling of factual material. That work in fact, is a plegierism pf a ilrench CIA black book the movie to which 1  broke up, -s -t helped bust the bock and ended its purpose. 

I'm broke, work a very long day (until last mifnight sine this 5 a.m.) especially for a man almost 62, and can't travel Tause I can't pay the costs. But I sure would like to meet some liollywood people who would listen wirhout preconcpetions or some wealthy liberals who would consider leaving an archive that would be a livirr memorial to their [ood citizenship. (Two institutions went my files but they are my asset and i need foundation support to do whet they ':nt.) For people of means the cost is negligible and it could be profitable, not a cash cost. 

If you can do anything to make anything poesible, fiat sure would help. I dont know your connections. 
whitewash is n 5.25;Frame-Up 110.50. 
Thanks for the interest and anything you rirht attsr v. 

Sincerely, 


